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Abstract
With the aim of achieving a better and more complete understanding of neutrino interactions with
nuclear targets, the coherent production of charged kaons induced by neutrinos and antineutrinos
is investigated in the energy range of some of the current neutrino experiments. We follow a
microscopic approach which, at the nucleon level, incorporates the most important mechanisms
allowed by the chiral symmetry breaking pattern of QCD. The distortion of the outgoing K (K¯) is
taken into account by solving the Klein-Gordon equation with realistic optical potentials. Angular
and momentum distributions are studied, as well as the energy and nuclear dependence of the total
cross section.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the new era of precise neutrino oscillation experiments, a good understanding of neutrino
scattering cross sections are crucial to have a realistic simulation of the detection process and
reduce systematic errors that will be soon taking over the statistical ones. Research on these
cross sections from both theoretical and experimental sides are also relevant for hadronic
and nuclear physics as they enlarge the information on hadronic and nuclear structure
complementary to the one obtained with other probes.
In the few-GeV region, the attention has been focused on the processes with the largest
cross sections (quasielastic and pion emission) but strangeness production is also relevant.
For example, the νlN → l−K+N ′ process induced by atmospheric neutrinos is a background
for one of the candidates for hypothetical proton decay mechanisms (p→ ν¯ K+), when the
final lepton escapes detection [1, 2]. A better understanding of antikaon (K¯) production is
important for experiments that will take data in the ν¯ mode such as MINERνA, NOνA and
T2K. In this regime, single hyperon production measurements allow to extract transition form
factors and Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix elements [3]. In addition these hyperons
can decay inside the detectors and contribute to the pion yield at low energies [4].
Neutrino-induced strange-particle production cross sections are poorly known. After the
first bubble chamber events with positive kaons and hyperons [5], few other results have been
reported [6, 7]. Moreover, no such measurements exist with ν¯ fluxes. One should recall that
associated strangeness production (∆S = 0) has a high threshold because both a kaon and a
hyperon are emitted; instead, single K, hyperon (∆S = −1) and K¯ (∆S = 1) production are
Cabibbo suppressed. The experimental situation shall improve in the near future thanks to
the MINERνA experiment which will allow for high-statistics studies of exclusive strangeness
production reactions [3].
On the theoretical side, after the pioneering papers of Refs. [8–11], addressing associated
strangeness [8–10], single hyperon production [10] and other ∆S = ±1 reactions [11], new
work has emerged only recently [4, 12–17]. References. [4, 12, 13] use SU(3) symmetry and
phenomenological information about nucleon form factor and hyperon decays to calculate
the cross sections for ν¯lN → l+ Y , with Y = Λ, Σ. A similar study was performed by Adera
et al. [14, 15] for charge-changing associated strangeness production νlN → l−K Y in the
threshold region. Finally, a model for ∆S = ±1 single (anti)kaon production processes
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νlN → l−KN ′ and ν¯lN → l+ K¯ N ′ close to threshold based on SU(3) chiral Lagrangians
was developed in Refs. [16, 17]. It has been stressed that the Monte Carlo generators employed
in the analysis of neutrino experiments are not well suited to describe strangeness production
at low energies and often underestimate the cross sections [16].
With the exception of Refs. [4, 15], all the theoretical studies mentioned above assume
single nucleon targets. However, all neutrino experiments are performed on nuclear targets,
for which nuclear medium effects and final state interactions of the outgoing particles play
an important role. One of the possible reaction channels that occur for nuclear targets is the
coherent one, where the nucleus remains in the ground state. In the case of weak strangeness
production, coherent reactions are possible for single charged K± production, namely
νl(k) +
AZgs(pA)→ l−(k′) + AZgs(p′A) + K+(pK) , (1)
and
ν¯l(k) +
AZgs(pA)→ l+(k′) + AZgs(p′A) + K−(pK) . (2)
The coherent production of pions induced by neutrinos has received special attention as a
potential background that may limit the sensitivity of neutrino oscillation measurements.
In particular, neutral current coherent pi0 production (ν AZgs → ν pi0 AZgs) is crucial for νe
appearance searches: when one of the two photons from a pi0 decay is not detected, the pi0
cannot be distinguished from an electron born in a νe charged current interaction. Although
charged current coherent pi+ production (νl
AZgs → l− pi+ AZgs) has been measured in the past
at high energies, modern experiments K2K and SciBooNE could only obtain upper bounds at
Eν ∼ 1 GeV, in disagreement with their Monte Carlo simulations [18, 19]. This unexpected
result triggered a renewed theoretical interest in this process [20–28]. A recent short review
of the present status with emphasis on the theoretical models can be found in Ref. [29]. In
brief, coherent pion production models can be classified as PCAC and microscopic. PCAC
models [20, 23] use the partial conservation of the axial current (PCAC) to relate neutrino-
induced coherent pion production to pion-nucleus elastic scattering. This simple and elegant
description has some drawbacks at Eν < 2 GeV [30]. Microscopic approaches [21, 22, 24, 28]
rely on models for pion production on the nucleon (performing a coherent sum over all
nucleonic currents), implement nuclear effects and take into account the distortion of the
outgoing pion wave. Their validity is restricted to the kinematic region where the pion
production and distortion models are applicable.
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Inspired by the theoretical developments outlined above on single kaon production and
coherent pion production, we have investigated the coherent production of charged kaons
induced by (anti)neutrinos [Eqs. (1,2)] at low energies within a microscopic approach that
follows Refs. [22, 24]. We implement the kaon production models on the nucleon of Refs. [16,
17] and account for the distortion of outgoing mesons using realistic descriptions of the (very
different) interaction of K and K¯ in the nuclear medium. In Secs. II,III we briefly describe
the formalism for kaon and antikaon production on the nucleon developed in Refs. [16, 17],
present the model for the coherent reaction and for the distortion of the outgoing kaons.
Results are shown and discussed in Sec. IV, to conclude with a summary in Sec. V.
II. FORMALISM FOR K+ COHERENT PRODUCTION
A. Single kaon production model
For the elementary process νl p(n) → l−K+ p(n) we adopt the description of Ref. [16]
where the reaction mechanisms are derived from a Lagrangian that implements the QCD
chiral symmetry breaking pattern. Although the vertices are SU(3) symmetric, this flavor
symmetry is broken in the amplitudes by the physical hadron masses. This yields the set of
diagrams for the hadronic currents shown in Fig. 1, labeled as contact (CT), kaon pole (KP),
u-channel crossed Σ (CrΣ) and Λ (CrΛ), pion in flight (piP) and eta in flight (ηP) terms.
Owing to the absence of S = 1 baryons, there are no s-channel amplitudes with Λ or Σ in
the intermediate state. The structure of these currents is dictated by chiral symmetry with
the couplings fixed from pion decay, nucleon and hyperon semileptonic decays and measured
values of nucleon magnetic moments [16]. PCAC is implemented for the axial part of the
currents. As the dependence of the different terms of the hadronic current on the momentum
transferred to the nucleon is poorly known, if at all, the authors of Ref. [16] adopted a global
dipole form factor F (q2) = (1 − q2/M2F )−2, with MF = 1 GeV [q2 = (k − k′)2]. The cross
section sensitivity to the variation of MF is studied in Ref. [16], but will not be considered
here once we regard the nucleon model as an input, with parameters extracted elsewhere. In
the validity region assumed for the model (Eν ≤ 2 GeV [16]), CT is the dominant contribution
and interferes destructively with the rest.
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FIG. 1. Feynman diagrams for W+N → NK. From the upper left corner in clockwise order:
contact term (CT), Kaon pole term (KP), pi and η in flight (piP, ηP) and u-channel hyperon
exchange (CrΣ, CrΛ) terms.
B. The coherent reaction
The unpolarized differential cross section for reaction (1) in the Laboratory frame can be
cast as
d 5σ
dΩldk′0dΩK
=
1
4(2pi)5
|~k′||~pK |
|~k|M2
G2
2
Lµν AµK+(q, pK) (AνK+(q, pK))∗ (3)
with G and M the Fermi constant and nucleon mass respectively. The leptonic tensor is
Lµν = k
′
µkν + k
′
νkµ − gµνk · k′ + iµναβk′αkβ , (4)
with 0123 = +1. The nuclear current AµK+ is obtained as the coherent sum over all nucleons,
leading to the nuclear densities1
AµK+(q, pK) =
∫
d3~r ei~q·~r
{
ρp(~r )J µpK+(q, pˆK) + ρn(~r )J µnK+(q, pˆK)
}
φ∗>(~pK , ~r) (5)
where
J µNK+(q, pˆK) =
1
2
∑
i
Tr
[
(p/+M)γ0Γµi;NK+(q, pˆK)
]M
p0
. (6)
1 Proton and neutron matter densities, normalized to the number of protons and neutrons in the nucleus,
are taken from electron scattering data [31] and Hartree-Fock calculations [32], respectively [33]. They
have been deconvoluted to get center point densities following the procedure described in Ref. [34].
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Index i refers to all the possible mechanisms in Fig. 1; Γµi;NK+ can be directly read from
Eq. (15) of Ref. [16] following the notation jµi = N¯(p
′)Γµi;NK+N(p). To derive Eq. (6), the
initial and final nucleons in the nucleus, whose momenta are not well defined, are assumed
to be on shell with ~p = (~pK − ~q)/2 and ~p ′ = −~p. In this way the momentum transferred to
the nucleus is equally shared by the initial and final nucleons. This approximation, which
allows for a consistent description of the pion-nucleon and pion-nucleus kinematics, is based
on the fact that, for Gaussian nuclear wave functions, it leads to an exact treatment of the
terms linear in momentum of the elementary amplitude. More details can be found in the
discussion between Eqs. (7) and (8) of Ref. [24] and in references therein.
In Eq. (3), φ∗>(~pK , ~r) denotes the outgoing kaon wave function which we obtain as the
solution of the Klein-Gordon equation
(
−~∇2 − ~p 2K + 2p0KVopt
)
φ∗>(~pK , ~r) = 0 . (7)
The distorted wave Born approximation adopted here implies that the kaon momenta in
Γµi;NK+(q, pˆK) should be understood as operators acting on φ
∗
>: pˆKφ
∗
> = (p
0
Kφ
∗
>, i
~∇φ∗>). This
nonlocal treatment of kaon momenta affects only the (CrΣ) and (CrΛ) mechanisms.
The optical potential Vopt characterizes the kaon interaction with the nuclear medium and
is related to the in-medium kaon selfenergy Π = 2p0KVopt. Π is smooth at low energies due to
the absence of S = 1 baryon resonances and well described by the low density limit or t ρ
approximation, where t is the forward kaon-nucleon elastic scattering amplitude. The real
part of Π is repulsive and, in a chiral SU(3) approach, dominated by the Weinberg-Tomozawa
term [35]. As the energy increases from threshold, the imaginary part of Π coming from
quasielastic, charge exchange K+ n→ K0 p and pion production KN → K ′N ′ pi becomes
sizable. It can be estimated by relating Im(t) to the kaon-nucleon total cross section σtot via
the optical theorem, keeping in mind that this procedure might lead to some overestimation
of Im(Π) at low kaon energies because Pauli blocking and other in-medium corrections are
neglected. Altogether
2p0KVopt = Π = Cm
2
K
ρ
ρ0
− i |~pK |
∑
N=p,n
ρNσ
(K+N)
tot . (8)
Here, C = 0.13 [36, 37], ρ = ρp + ρn and ρ0 = 0.17 fm
−3 is the normal nuclear density;
~pK is taken in the Laboratory frame, which means that the nucleons are assumed to be at
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rest. For σ
(K+N)
tot we take the parametrizations implemented in the Giessen transport model
(GiBUU) [38, 39].
In the plane-wave limit, where theKN interaction is neglected, φ∗>(~pK , ~r)→ exp (−i~pK · ~r).
In this limit, as we do not consider in-medium modifications of the Γµi;NK+ , the nuclear
current becomes
AµK+(q, pK)→ Fp(|~q − ~pK |)J µpK+(q, pK) + Fn(|~q − ~pK |)J µnK+(q, pK) (9)
where Fp(Fn) is the proton(neutron) nuclear form factor given by the Fourier transform of
the corresponding density.
III. FORMALISM FOR K− COHERENT PRODUCTION
A. Single antikaon production model
For the elementary process ν¯l p(n)→ l+K− p(n) close to threshold, the relevant mecha-
nisms can also be obtained from chiral SU(3) Lagrangians [17]. As for νl p(n)→ l−K+ p(n),
contact term, kaon pole and pi, η in-flight contributions to the hadronic current are present
but now the Λ and Σ hyperons appear in the s-channel. The structure of these amplitudes
close to threshold is fully defined by chiral symmetry, with the couplings determined from
semileptonic decays. As for K+ production, the q2 dependence is parametrized by a global
dipole form factor F (q2) = (1− q2/M2F )−2, with MF = 1 GeV, which we will keep fixed in
this study. In pion production reactions, the excitation of the spin-3/2 ∆(1232) plays a
dominant role at relatively low excitation energies (∼ 200 MeV). Therefore, the corresponding
state of the baryon decuplet Σ∗(1385) that couples to NK¯ should be considered here. The
vector and axial N − Σ∗ form factors, which are not known, are related to the better known
N −∆(1232) ones using SU(3) rotations. As can be seen in Figs. 3 and 4 of Ref. [17], the
largest contribution to the cross section comes from the contact term. The small contribution
from the Σ∗, contrasting with the dominance of ∆ in the pion case, can be explained by the
fact that the Σ∗ is below the kaon production threshold [17].
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FIG. 2. Feynman diagrams for W−N → NK¯. First row: s-channel Σ,Λ and Σ∗ exchange terms;
second row: contact (CT) and kaon pole (KP) terms; last row: pi and η in flight (piP, ηP) terms.
B. The coherent reaction
The formalism outlined in II B for reaction (1) remains valid for (2) with a few modifications.
Obviously, K− instead of K+ should be understood in Eqs. (3,5,6). Now the index i refers
to all the possible mechanisms in Fig. 2; Γµi;NK− can be obtained from the expressions in
the Appendix of Ref. [17]. As we have antineutrinos instead of neutrinos, the sign of the
imaginary part in the leptonic tensor [Eq. (4)] should be changed. In this model, the Σ∗(1385)
propagation is treated locally. Indeed, the Σ∗ momentum is well defined via the prescription
that assigns a fixed momentum to the initial and final nucleons. In Ref. [26] this constrain
was relaxed for the ∆(1232) in weak coherent pion production. It was found that nonlocalities
in the ∆ propagation cause a reduction of the cross section at low energies. A similar result
was obtained by Nakamura et al. [28] with a different formalism. Being the Σ∗ heavier than
the ∆ and by far not as relevant, we expect any consequence from its non-local propagation
in nuclei to be numerically minor.
The K¯ interaction in the nuclear medium differs considerably from the K one because
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of the more involved K¯ interaction, with several channels (K¯N , piY , ηY , Y = Λ, Σ) open
at low energies. For the K¯ optical potential, we take the one developed in Ref. [40] based
on a chiral unitary model in coupled channels for the s-wave K¯N interaction [41] including
medium effects such as Fermi motion, Pauli blocking and dressing of meson propagators with
particle-hole and ∆-hole excitations. A p-wave contribution from the excitation of Y -hole
pairs [Y = Λ, Σ, Σ∗(1385)] is also included 2. At ρ = ρ0 this Vopt is attractive at low kaon
momenta, becoming repulsive at ∼ 500 MeV/c. The range of applicability of Vopt restricts
our calculation to |~pK¯ | ≤ 1 GeV/c.
IV. RESULTS
A. νµ
AZgs → µ− AZgsK+
In Fig. 3, for 12C, we show the contribution of the different mechanisms to the integrated
cross section and to the kaon momentum distribution at Eν = 1 GeV, ignoring kaon distortion.
The cross section is evaluated in the validity range of the kaon production model on the
nucleon accepted in Ref. [16]. The largest contribution arises from the CT. The rest of the
mechanisms, mainly CrΛ, account for less than 1/25 of the CT at Eν = 2 GeV. Nevertheless,
there is a strong destructive interference that reduces the cross section considerably. This
pattern, already present in the elementary reaction (see Figs. 2,4 of Ref. [16]), is enhanced
by the kinematics of coherent scattering that favors low momentum transfers. With our
approximation for the nucleon momenta discussed in II B, the contribution from piP and ηP
vanishes exactly.
The reaction cross section turns out to be quite small. At Eν = 2 GeV, the cross section
per nucleon is ∼ 40 times smaller than the one on free nucleons averaged over protons and
neutrons (compare Fig. 3 to Figs. 2,4 of Ref. [16]). This is the consequence of producing
a rather heavy particle like a kaon at low energies, leaving the final nucleus in its ground
state. Indeed, the momentum transferred to the nucleus should be as small as possible,
otherwise the nuclear form factors, that appear squared in the cross sections [see Eqs. (9,3)],
are drastically reduced. In our case |~q− ~pK | ≥ q0 − |~pK | ≈
√
m2K + ~p
2
K − |~pK |, which is large
at moderate kaon momenta. In particular, at |~pK | = 0 it is equal to mK , decreasing for larger
2 When solving the Klein-Gordon equation we treat this p-wave part as local.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Contribution of different kaon production mechanisms to the coherent
reaction on 12C. Left panel: total cross section as a function of the neutrino energy. Right panel:
kaon momentum distribution for 1 GeV neutrinos. Kaon distortion is not taken into account.
|~pK |, which are favored as can be seen in the right panel of Fig. 3. To illustrate the impact
of the kaon mass we have reduced it by a factor 2, finding that the integrated cross section is
increased by a factor 10 at Eν = 1 GeV and 68 at Eν = 1.5 GeV. Another consequence of
the large momentum transfers that are typical for this reaction at low energies is the large
sensitivity to the nuclear density distributions.
The impact of the distortion of the kaon wave function on the kaon momentum distributions
is shown in Fig. 4 at Eν = 1 GeV and for two different nuclei (
12C, 40Ca). In presence of
the optical potential there is a reduction of the cross section even when only the real part is
taken into account. The imaginary part of the potential causes a further reduction which is
larger for the heavier nucleus as one would expect.
We now turn our attention to the outgoing lepton angular distribution shown in Fig. 5.
The reaction is very forward peaked. Furthermore the distribution profile is practically not
affected by kaon distortion. Similar features have already been described in weak coherent
pion production.
The outgoing kaon angular distributions shown in Fig. 6 are also forward peaked, but
considerably less in the case of 40Ca. At the first sight, this is in contradiction with the fact
that heavier nuclei have narrower form factors. However, it is precisely because the narrow
form factor of 40Ca that this distribution is sensitive to the second diffractive maximum and
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FIG. 4. (Color online). Differential cross section as a function of the outgoing kaon momentum at
Eν = 1 GeV for two different nuclei. The dash-dotted line is obtained with the full model for kaon
plane waves. The other two incorporate kaon distortion with only the real part of Vopt (dashed
line) and including also the absorptive term of Eq. (8) (solid line).
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Muon angular distribution in the Laboratory system at Eν = 1 GeV for two
different nuclei. Results are shown for the largest CT mechanism without kaon distortion (dashed
lines) and for the full model without (dash-dotted lines) and with kaon distortion (solid lines).
becomes wider. This diffractive pattern is smoothed by kaon distortion.
Next we discuss the energy dependence of the total cross section for 12C and 40Ca targets,
given in Fig. 7. As in Fig. 4 we show the effect of both the real and imaginary part of the
kaon optical potential on the results. It is clear that the reduction caused by the absorptive
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Kaon angular distribution in the Laboratory system at Eν = 1 GeV for two
different nuclei. Lines have the same meaning as in Fig. 5.
term is not large but increases with energy and atomic number.
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Integrated cross section as a function of the neutrino energy. Dash-dotted
line are obtained with the full model for kaon plane waves. The other two line styles denote results
that incorporate kaon distortion with only the real part of Vopt (dashed line), and including also
the absorptive term of Eq. (8) (solid line).
Finally, we have investigated how the total cross section changes with the atomic and
mass numbers of the target nuclei. The global factor in front of the dominant CT implies a
dependence of the amplitude on the nucleon density ∼ ρn + 2ρp, which suggests a quadratic
dependence of the cross section on the variable A + Z. In practice, although an overall
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increase of σ with A+ Z is observed, it is much slower than (A+ Z)2, even when the kaon
distortion is neglected. Moreover, the actual trend for medium-size nuclei is quite irregular
and likely due to the nontrivial interplay between the cross section increase when more
nucleons are added to the system, the fact that heavier nuclei have narrower form factors,
which causes a larger suppression of high ~q−~pK , and the contribution of secondary diffractive
maxima.
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Total cross section for νµ
AZgs → µ− AZgsK+ as a function of A + Z at
Eν = 1 GeV for several nuclei. The dashed (solid) line stands for the calculation without (with)
kaon distortion.
B. ν¯l
AZgs → l+ AZgsK−
First of all we present the contribution of the different reaction mechanisms to the
integrated cross section (in the energy interval where the elementary model was considered
to be valid in Ref. [17]) and the kaon momentum distribution (for 1 GeV antineutrinos)
on 12C. Antikaon distortion has been neglected. The interferences largely reduce the cross
section from the otherwise dominant CT. The comparison with the cross sections on the
nucleon given in Ref. [17] show a much stronger interference in the present (coherent) reaction.
Another difference is that Σ∗ excitation is now the second largest piece, being as large as
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the full model around the maximum of the |~pK | distribution. With our choice of average
momenta for the nucleons in the target, piP and ηP currents are exactly zero.
As for K+ coherent production, we find that at Eν¯ = 2 GeV, the cross section per nucleon
is ∼ 40 times smaller than the elementary one averaged over protons and neutrons. The
explanation given in IV B in terms of the large kaon mass compared with the typical kaon
momenta also applies here.
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Contribution of different K− production mechanisms to the coherent
reaction on 12C. Left panel: total cross section as a function of the neutrino energy. Right panel:
kaon momentum distribution for 1 GeV neutrinos. Antikaon distortion is not taken into account.
The distortion of the outgoing K− waves makes kaon-momentum distribution smoother
and reduces the cross section values (see Fig. 10). This reduction is larger than for K+
coherent production due to the stronger K¯ interaction in the nuclear medium.
The forward-peaked angular distributions of outgoing leptons and kaons, characteristic
for coherent scattering are again present, as can be observed in Figs. 11,12. They are very
narrow for the CT mechanism alone, becoming wider for the full model and even more after
the kaon distortion is turned on. The smoothening effect of the distortion is clearly seen in
the kaon angular distribution for 40Ca [right panel of Fig. 12].
The effect of K− distortion on the energy dependence of the total cross section is shown in
Fig. 13. The energy interval is limited by the validity region of the model for the K¯ optical
potential, namely |~pK | ≤ 1 GeV/c. In presence of the distortion, the cross section is smaller
but increases as fast as in the plane-wave case. Nevertheless, one can expect that at higher
energies, the absorptive part of the potential becomes more relevant and the cross-section
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FIG. 10. (Color online). Differential cross section as a function of the outgoing antikaon
momentum at Eν¯ = 1 GeV for two different nuclei. The curves are obtained for the full model
without (dash-dotted lines) and with antikaon distortion (solid lines).
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FIG. 11. (Color online) Muon angular distribution in the Laboratory frame at Eν¯ = 1 GeV for
two different nuclei. Results are shown for the largest CT mechanism without antikaon distortion
(dashed lines) and for the full model without (dash-dotted lines) and with antikaon distortion (solid
lines).
growth slows down, as it happens in the K+ case.
Just as for the neutrino-induced reaction, the largest CT current, in absence of distortion
scales like A + Z suggesting a quadratic dependence of the cross section on this variable.
So we have also studied the cross section dependence on the nuclear target, plotting it as a
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FIG. 12. (Color online) Kaon angular distribution in the Laboratory system at Eν¯ = 1 GeV for
two different nuclei. Lines have the same meaning as in Fig. 11.
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FIG. 13. (Color online) Integrated cross section as a function of the antineutrino energy. Dash-
dotted lines are obtained with the full model for kaon plane waves while the solid ones incorporate
kaon distortion.
function of Z + A (Fig. 14). The comparison with Fig. 8 shows that the cross section are
always smaller in the ν¯ case, both without and with kaon distortion. One also observes that
the stronger K− interaction with the medium leads to a flatter Z +A dependence. But apart
from these differences, the global trend is very similar for both reactions, which indicates
that the role of the nuclear density distributions prevail over the neutrino-nucleon interaction
dynamics.
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FIG. 14. (Color online) Total cross section for ν¯µ
AZgs → µ+ AZgsK− as a function of A+ Z at
Eν¯ = 1 GeV for several nuclei. The dashed (solid) line stands for the calculation without (with)
antikaon distortion.
V. SUMMARY
We have performed state-of-the-art microscopic calculations of weak coherent K± pro-
duction observables in the few-GeV region. For that we have implemented models for kaon
production on nucleons based on chiral SU(3) Lagrangians, supplemented with the excitation
of the decuplet-state Σ∗(1385) in the ν¯ case. The distortion of the outgoing kaons is treated
in a quantum-mechanical way by solving the Klein-Gordon equation with realistic in-medium
K and K¯ optical potentials. The nuclear density profiles employed are parametrizations of
electron scattering data and Hartree-Fock calculations (for the neutrons).
The resulting cross sections for incident muon neutrinos of 1-2 GeV are small, with cross
sections per nucleon much smaller than the corresponding ones on free nucleons. This can be
explained by the rather large momentum transferred to the nucleus (due to the large value
of the kaon mass compared to the typical kaon momenta) which reduces significantly the
nuclear form factors. The situation may be different at higher energies where the present
model is not directly applicable. We find similar cross sections for both reactions, with
slightly larger values for ν induced K+ production, even if the dynamics is different. Angular
kaon and lepton momentum distributions are forward peaked, as it is normally the case in
17
coherent processes. No significant enhancement for heavy nuclei is observed, in variance with
naive expectations.
In spite of the smallness of the cross sections, our study contributes to a better and more
complete understanding of neutrino interactions with the detector nuclear targets, which is
important for current and future neutrino oscillation, proton decay and even dark matter
experiments.
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